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1. Introduction
In 1934, Born and Infeld found a generalization of Maxwell theory which shares the
property of being invariant under duality rotations of the electric and magnetic fields [1].
This abelian Born-Infeld theory has been supersymmetrized in D=4 [2], and more recently
in D=10 [3] [4]. Abelian supersymmetric D=10 Born-Infeld theory is uniquely determined
by its invariance under N=2 D=10 supersymmetry, and can be deduced from the effective
action of a supersymmetric D9-brane [5]. Non-abelian supersymmetric D=10 Born-Infeld
theory has been discussed in various papers [6], however, there does not yet exist any
complete definition of the theory.
Over fifteen years ago, it was shown that one-loop conformal invariance of the bosonic
open string in an electromagnetic background implies that the background satisfies the
Born-Infeld equations, and higher-loop conformal invariance implies higher-derivative cor-
rections to these equations [7]. However, because of problems with describing fermionic
backgrounds, this result was generalized only to the bosonic sector of supersymmetric
Born-Infeld theory using the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz formalism of the open superstring
[8]. Although fermionic backgrounds can be classically described using the Green-Schwarz
formalism of the superstring, quantization problems have prevented computation of the
equations implied by one-loop or higher-loop conformal invariance. Nevertheless, it has
been shown that classical κ-symmetry of the Green-Schwarz superstring in an abelian
background implies the abelian supersymmetric Born-Infeld equations for the background
[9] [4].
Recently, a new formalism for the superstring has been developed which is manifestly
super-Poincare´ covariant and does not suffer from quantization problems [10]. In this
formalism, physical states are defined using the left and right-moving BRST charges
Q =
∫
dσ(λαdα) and Q̂ =
∫
dσ(λ̂αd̂α) (1.1)
where dα and d̂α are left and right-moving worldsheet variables for the N=2 D=10 su-
persymmetric derivatives and λα and λ̂α are left and right-moving pure spinor variables
satisfying
λγmαβλ
β = λ̂αγmαβλ̂
β = 0 (1.2)
for m = 0 to 9. The cohomology of Q and Q̂ has been shown to reproduce the correct
superstring spectrum [11] and scattering amplitudes computed using this formalism have
been shown to agree with Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz computations [12].
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As was shown in [13], classical BRST invariance of the closed superstring in a curved
background implies that the background fields satisfy the full non-linear Type II super-
gravity equations of motion. This was verified by computing the worldsheet equations
of motion for the closed superstring worldsheet variables in the presence of the curved
background and showing that the BRST currents satisfy
(
∂
∂τ
− ∂
∂σ
)(λαdα) = (
∂
∂τ
+
∂
∂σ
)(λ̂αd̂α) = 0 (1.3)
if and only if the background superfields satisfy the appropriate superspace torsion con-
straints and equations of motion. Since (1.3) implies that ∂
∂τ
Q = ∂
∂τ
Q̂ = 0, it implies that
classical BRST invariance is preserved in the presence of the closed superstring background.
In this paper, it will be shown that classical BRST invariance of the open superstring
in a background implies that the background fields satisfy the full non-linear supersym-
metric Born-Infeld equations of motion. This will be verified by computing the boundary
conditions of the open superstring worldsheet variables in the presence of the background
and showing that the left and right-moving BRST currents satisfy
λαdα = λ̂
αd̂α (1.4)
on the boundary if and only if the background fields satisfy the supersymmetric Born-Infeld
equations of motion. Since λαdα is left-moving and λ̂
αd̂α is right-moving,
∂
∂τ
(Q + Q̂) =∫
dσ ∂
∂σ
(λαdα− λ̂αd̂α). So (1.4) implies that classical BRST invariance is preserved in the
presence of the open superstring background. So just as classical BRST invariance of the
closed superstring implies the Type II supergravity equations for the background fields,
classical BRST invariance of the open superstring implies the supersymmetric Born-Infeld
equations for the background fields. Although similar results can be obtained using classical
κ-symmetry in the Green-Schwarz formalism, this pure spinor approach has the advantage
of allowing the computation of higher-derivative corrections through the requirement of
quantum BRST invariance.
To obtain at lowest order in α′ the complete abelian contribution to the Born-Infeld
equations, one should define the abelian component of the vector gauge field to carry
dimension −1 so that the abelian vector field strength carries dimension zero. But since the
non-abelian gauge field appears in the covariant derivative, gauge invariance implies that
all non-abelian components of the vector gauge field must be defined to carry dimension +1
so that the non-abelian field strength carries dimension +2. With this different definition
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of dimension for the abelian and non-abelian gauge fields, one can consistently compute
all abelian and non-abelian contributions of lowest dimension to the effective equations of
motion. At lowest order in α′, one obtains the complete abelian supersymmetric Born-
Infeld equations, as well as Born-Infeld-like corrections to the non-abelian super-Yang-Mills
equations. These Born-Infeld-like corrections to the non-abelian equations come from
superstring couplings of the abelian and non-abelian gauge field and include all corrections
to the non-abelian super-Yang-Mills equations which are generated by a constant abelian
field strength. It should be possible to compute higher-order α′ corrections to these low-
energy equations of motion by performing sigma model loop computations.
Since the formalism is manifestly super-Poincare´ covariant, these supersymmetric
Born-Infeld equations are expressed in N=1 D=10 superspace. Although the lowest order
contributions to the supersymmetric D=10 Born-Infeld equations in superspace have been
known for some time [14] [15], the complete abelian contribution to these D=10 superspace
equations were derived just two weeks ago in [4]. Our superspace equations were computed
independently of these new results, which agree with the abelian contribution to our Born-
Infeld equations. In addition to the manifest N=1 D=10 supersymmetry, our Born-Infeld
equations are also invariant under a second supersymmetry coming from the N=2 D=10
supersymmetry of the closed superstring worldsheet action. This second supersymmetry
contains both an abelian and non-abelian contribution.
In section 2 of this paper, the pure spinor version of the superparticle action will
be reviewed and it will be shown that classical BRST invariance of the superparticle
action implies super-Yang-Mills equations for the background fields. In section 3, the
superparticle action will be generalized to the superstring and the boundary conditions for
the open superstring worldsheet variables will be computed in the presence of an abelian
background. The condition that λαdα = λ̂
αd̂α on the boundary will then be shown to
imply the abelian supersymmetric Born-Infeld equations in N=1 D=10 superspace for the
abelian background superfields. In section 4, the results of section 3 will be generalized
to a non-abelian background. And in section 5, our results will be summarized and the
computation of higher-derivative corrections will be discussed.
2. Review of Superparticle in Super-Yang-Mills Background
In this section, the pure spinor description of the superparticle will be reviewed and it
will be shown that classical BRST invariance of the superparticle action implies the usual
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super-Yang-Mills equations of motion for the background superfields. These results will
be generalized in later sections where it will be shown that classical BRST invariance of
the open superstring action implies the supersymmetric Born-Infeld equations of motion
for the background superfields.
2.1. Pure spinor description of the superparticle
As shown in [16], the D=10 superparticle can be covariantly quantized using the
quadratic worldline action
S =
∫
dτ(
1
2
x˙mx˙m + pαθ˙
α + wαλ˙
α) (2.1)
and the BRST charge
Q = λαdα (2.2)
where Πm = x˙m + 1
2
θαγmαβ θ˙
β is the bosonic supersymmetric momentum, dα = ∂α −
1
2Πm(γ
mθ)α is the fermionic supersymmetric momentum, and λ
α is a bosonic spinor sat-
isfying the pure spinor constraint λγmλ = 0 for m = 0 to 9. Because of the pure spinor
constraint on λα, its conjugate momentum wα is only defined up to the gauge transfor-
mation wα ∼ wα + Λm(γmλ)α for arbitrary gauge parameter Λm. Note that one can
non-covariantly express λα in terms of independent variables, however, this will not be
necessary in this paper.
Physical states in this formalism are described by vertex operators of ghost-number
one in the cohomology of Q. Since only λα carries ghost-number, the vertex operator at
ghost-number one is V = λαAα(x, θ) where Aα(x, θ) is an N=1 D=10 superfield. And
since QV = λαλβDαAβ =
1
3840(λγ
mnpqrλ)(DγmnpqrA) where Dα =
∂
∂θα
+ 12 (γ
mθ)α∂m is
the N=1 D=10 supersymmetric derivative, QV = 0 implies that DγmnpqrA = 0 for any
five-form direction mnpqr. Also, δV = QΛ(x, θ) = λαDαΛ implies that δAα = DαΛ. As
will now be reviewed, these are the linearized super-Yang-Mills equations of motion and
gauge invariances expressed in terms of the spinor superfield Aα.
To show that Aα describes linearized super-Yang-Mills, use Λ(x, θ) = hα(x)θ
α +
jαβ(x)θ
αθβ to gauge away Aα|θ=0 and the three-form part of (DαAβ)|θ=0. Since
DγmnpqrA = 0 implies that the five-form part of (DαAβ)|θ=0 vanishes, the lowest non-
vanishing component of Aα(x, θ) in this gauge is the vector component (DγmA)|θ=0. Con-
tinuing this type of argument to higher order in θα, one finds that there exists a gauge
choice such that
Aα(x, θ) = (γ
mθ)αam(x) + (θγ
mnpθ)(γmnp)αβχ
β(x) + ... (2.3)
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where am(x) and χ
β(x) satisfy the linearized super-Yang-Mills equations of motion
∂m∂[man] = γ
m
αβ∂mχ
β = 0 and the component fields in ... are spacetime derivatives of
am(x) and χ
β(x).
2.2. Superparticle in super-Yang-Mills background
Just as the relativistic particle action can be generalized in a Yang-Mills background,
the superparticle action of (2.1) can be generalized in a super-Yang-Mills background. This
action is defined as
S =
∫
dτ(
1
2
x˙mx˙m + pαθ˙
α + wαλ˙
α + η¯I∇ηI) (2.4)
where [ηI , η¯
J ] are complex worldline fermions whose indices I and J go from 1 to N,
∇ηI = η˙I + [θ˙αAαIJ(x, θ) + ΠmBmIJ(x, θ) + dαWIαJ(x, θ) + 1
2
NmnFmnI
J (x, θ)]ηJ ,
[Aα, Bm,W
α, Fmn] are background super-Yang-Mills superfields with gauge group U(N),
and Nmn =
1
2
λγmnw is the Lorentz current for the pure spinor variables. For SO(N) gauge
group, the complex worldline fermions should be replaced by real fermions ηI for I = 1 to
N. And for an abelian gauge group, the worldline fermions can be omitted from the action.
As in [17], the background couplings in (2.4) can be understood geometrically as
covariantization of the superparticle worldline variables where
θ˙α → θ˙α +Wα, Πm → Πm +Bm, dα → dα − Aα, Nmn → Nmn + Fmn. (2.5)
Note that the action of (2.4) is invariant under the gauge transformation
δAα = DαΛ + [Aα,Λ], δBm = ∂mΛ + [Bm,Λ], δW
α = [Wα,Λ], δFmn = [Fmn,Λ],
(2.6)
δηI = −ΛIJηJ , δη¯I = η¯JΛJI .
As will now be shown, the superparticle action of (2.4) is classically BRST invariant
when the background superfields [Aα, Bm,W
α, Fmn] satisfy the super-Yang-Mills equa-
tions where Aα and Bm are the spinor and vector gauge superfields and W
α and Fmn are
the spinor and vector superfield strengths.
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The simplest way to find the conditions implied by classical BRST invariance of (2.4)
is to require that the BRST charge is conserved, i.e. that Q˙ = ∂
∂τ
(λαdα) = 0. By varying
wα → wα + δwα in the action, one finds the equation of motion
λ˙α =
1
4
η¯IηJ (γ
mnλ)αFmnI
J . (2.7)
And by varying θα → θα + δθα and xm → xm − 12θγmδθ in the action, one finds the
equation of motion
d˙α =
∂
∂τ
(η¯IηJAαI
J ) + η¯IηJ [−θ˙βDαAβ +ΠmDαBm − dβDαW β (2.8)
+
1
2
NmnDαF
mn + (γmθ˙)αBm +Πm(γ
mW )α]I
J
= η¯JηI [θ˙
β(DαAβ +DβAα + {Aα, Aβ} − γmαβBm)
+Πm(∂mAα −DαBm + [Bm, Aα] + γmαβW β)
+dβ(DαW
β + [Aα,W
β])− 1
2
Nmn(DαF
mn + [Aα, F
mn])]I
J ,
where the equations of motion for η¯I and ηJ have been used.
So putting together (2.7) and (2.8), Q˙ = 0 implies that the background superfields
satisfy
DαAβ +DβAα + {Aα, Aβ} = γmαβBm, (2.9)
∂mAα −DαBm + [Bm, Aα] = −γmαβW β
DαW
β + [Aα,W
β] =
1
4
(γmn)α
βFmn,
λαλβ(γmn)β
γ(DαF
mn + [Aα, F
mn]) = 0.
The equations of (2.9) will now be shown to describe super-Yang-Mills where [Aα, Bm] are
the gauge superfields and [Wα, Fmn] are the field strengths.
If the first equation of (2.9) is contracted with γαβmnpqr, one obtains
γαβmnpqr(DαAβ +AαAβ) = 0 (2.10)
which is the non-abelian super-Yang-Mills equation expressed in terms of a spinor super-
field. Contracting the first equation of (2.9) with γαβm defines
Bm =
1
8
γαβm (DαAβ +AαAβ), (2.11)
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which is the standard definition of the super-Yang-Mills vector gauge superfield.
Contracting the second equation of (2.9) with γmαγ implies that
W γ =
1
10
γmαγ(DαBm − ∂mAα + [Aα, Bm]), (2.12)
which is the standard definition of the spinor field strength. And the gamma-matrix
traceless part of the second equation of (2.9) is implied through Bianchi identities by the
first equation of (2.9). Contracting the third equation of (2.9) with (γpq)α
β implies that
F pq = − 1
8
(γpq)α
β∇βWα (2.13)
where ∇α = Dα+Aα is the covariant spinor derivative, and other contractions of the third
equation are implied through Bianchi identities from the first two equations. Using (2.10)-
(2.12), (2.13) implies that Fmn can also be written as Fmn = ∂mBn − ∂nBm + [Bm, Bn],
which is the standard definition of the vector field strength. Finally, the last equation
of (2.9) is implied by the first three equations since λα being a pure spinor implies that
λαλβ∇α∇βW γ = 0.
So it has been shown that classical BRST invariance of the superparticle action of
(2.4) implies the super-Yang-Mills equations of motion for the background superfields. In
the next sections, this result will be generalized to the open superstring where classical
BRST invariance will imply the supersymmetric Born-Infeld equations for the background
superfields.
3. Open Superstring in Abelian Background
In this section, it will be shown that classical BRST invariance of the open superstring
in an abelian background implies the abelian supersymmetric Born-Infeld equations of
motion for the background superfields. The first step in computing the equations implied
by classical BRST invariance is to determine the appropriate boundary conditions for the
open superstring worldsheet variables in the presence of the background. Recall that for
the bosonic string in an electromagnetic background, the Neumann boundary conditions
∂
∂σ
xm = 0 are modified to
∂
∂σ
xm = Fmnx˙n (3.1)
where Fmn is the electromagnetic field strength. For the bosonic string, these modified
boundary conditions do not affect classical BRST invariance since (3.1) together with
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Fmn = −Fnm implies that the left-moving stress-tensor T = 12∂xm∂xm remains equal to
the right-moving stress-tensor T̂ = 1
2
∂¯xm∂¯xm on the boundary where ∂ =
∂
∂τ
+ ∂
∂σ
and
∂¯ = ∂
∂τ
− ∂
∂σ
. So by defining the left and right-moving reparameterization ghosts to satisfy
c = ĉ and b = b̂ on the boundary, one is guaranteed that the left and right-moving BRST
currents coincide on the boundary in the presence of the background.
However, for the superstring using the pure spinor formalism, the boundary conditions
on the worldsheet variables in the presence of a background do not automatically imply
that the left and right-moving BRST currents coincide on the boundary. As will be shown
in the following subsections, λαdα = λ̂
αd̂α on the boundary if and only if the background
superfields satisfy the supersymmetric Born-Infeld equations of motion.
3.1. Review of free open superstring using pure spinor formalism
The quadratic superparticle action of (2.1) is easily generalized to the superstring
action in conformal gauge
S0 = − 1
α′
∫
dτdσ
{
1
2
∂xm∂¯xm + pα∂¯θ
α + p̂α∂θ̂
α + wα∂¯λ
α + ŵα∂λ̂
α
}
(3.2)
where (θα, pα, λ
α, wα) are left-moving variables, (θ̂
α, p̂α, λ̂
α, ŵα) are right-moving variables,
and λα and λ̂α are pure spinor variables satisfying λγmλ = λ̂γmλ̂ = 0.
For the closed superstring, all worldsheet variables are periodic and the action of (3.2)
is invariant under the N=2 D=10 spacetime supersymmetry transformations
δθα = ǫα, δθ̂α = ǫ̂α, δxm =
1
2
θγmǫ+
1
2
θ̂γmǫ̂, (3.3)
δpα =
1
2
γmαβ∂xmǫ
β − 1
8
γmαδγmβγǫ
βθγ∂θδ, δp̂α =
1
2
γmαβ∂¯xmǫ̂
β − 1
8
γmαδγmβγ ǫ̂
β θ̂γ ∂¯θ̂δ.
Note that [λα, wα, λ̂
α, ŵα] are invariant under (3.3) and the cubic terms in the transfor-
mation of pα and p̂α are needed so that [δǫ1 , δǫ2 ] pα = 0 and [δ̂ǫ1 , δ̂ǫ2 ] p̂α = 0. Left and
right-moving supersymmetric invariants on the worldsheet can be defined as
∂θα, Πm = ∂xm +
1
2
γmαβθ
α∂θβ, dα = pα − 1
2
γmαβθ
β∂xm − 1
8
γmαβγmγδθ
βθγ∂θδ, (3.4)
∂¯θ̂α, Π̂m = ∂¯xm +
1
2
γmαβ θ̂
α∂¯θ̂β, d̂α = p̂α − 1
2
γmαβ θ̂
β∂¯xm − 1
8
γmαβγmγδθ̂
β θ̂γ ∂¯θ̂δ,
and the left and right-moving BRST charges are defined as
Q =
∫
dσ λαdα, Q̂ =
∫
dσ λ̂αd̂α. (3.5)
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For the open superstring with Neumann boundary conditions ∂
∂σ
xm = 0, the surface
term equations of motion from varying the worldsheet variables in (3.2) imply that
pαδθ
α − p̂αδθ̂α + wαδλα − ŵαδλ̂α = 0 (3.6)
on the boundary. If one requires in addition that λαdα = λ̂
αd̂α on the boundary, the only
two consistent choices for boundary conditions of the worldsheet variables are either
∂xm = ∂¯xm, θα = θ̂α, pα = p̂α, λ
α = λ̂α, wα = ŵα, (3.7)
or
∂xm = ∂¯xm, θα = −θ̂α, pα = −p̂α, λα = −λ̂α, wα = −ŵα. (3.8)
The first choice corresponds to D9-brane boundary conditions and the second choice corre-
sponds to D9-antibrane boundary conditions. If one had chosen 9−p of the xm variables to
satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions, the conditions of (3.7) and (3.8) would be modified
to the appropriate Dp-brane or Dp-antibrane boundary conditions. In the discussion that
follows, we shall only consider the D9-brane boundary conditions of (3.7) and will compute
modifications to these conditions in the presence of background fields.
3.2. Manifest N=1 D=10 supersymmetry
In the presence of a background, the free boundary conditions of the superstring
worldsheet variables of (3.7) are modified in a manner analagous to the bosonic string
boundary conditions of (3.1). To find the appropriate boundary conditions, it is convenient
to first define linear combinations of the worldsheet variables as
θα± =
1√
2
(θα ± θ̂α), p±α =
√
2(pα ± p̂α), λα± =
1√
2
(λα ± λ̂α), w±α =
√
2(wα ± ŵα).
(3.9)
Note that the free boundary conditions of (3.7) are invariant under the supersymmetry
transformations parameterized by (3.3) when ǫα is set equal to ǫ̂α. Under this N=1 D=10
supersymmetry, the variables of (3.9) transform as
δǫ+θ
α
+ = ǫ
α
+, δǫ+θ
α
− = 0, δǫ+x
m =
1
2
θ+γ
mǫ+ (3.10)
where ǫα+ =
1√
2
(ǫα + ǫ̂α), and the transformation δǫ+p
±
α can be determined from (3.3).
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To preserve N=1 D=10 supersymmetry, one would like the modified boundary condi-
tions in the presence of the background to also be invariant under the N=1 D=10 trans-
formations of (3.10). Note that under the N=2 D=10 supersymmetry transformation of
(3.3),
δS0 =
1
α′
∫
dτ
{
1
4
(ǫ̂γmθ̂ − ǫγmθ)x˙m + 1
24
ǫγmθ θ˙γmθ − 1
24
ǫ̂γmθ̂
˙̂
θγmθ̂
}
. (3.11)
Although δS0 = 0 when ǫ = ǫ̂ using the free boundary conditions of (3.7), δS0 does not
vanish when ǫ = ǫ̂ for arbitrary boundary conditions. However, as will now be shown, the
variation of S0 under (3.10) can be cancelled by adding to the action the surface term
Sb =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
(1
2
Πm+ (θ+γmθ−) +
1
8
(θ˙+γθ+)(θ+γθ−) +
1
24
(θ˙−γθ−)(θ−γθ+) (3.12)
+c1d
+
α θ
α
− + c2w
+
αλ
α
−
)
where
Πm+ = x˙
m +
1
2
γmαβθ
α
+θ˙
β
+, (3.13)
d+α = p
+
α −
1
2
γmαβθ
α
+x˙m −
1
8
γαβγγδθ
β
+θ
γ
+θ˙
δ
+ +
1
8
γαβγγδθ
γ
+θ
δ
−θ˙
β
− +
1
8
γαβγγδθ
β
−θ
γ
−θ˙
δ
+,
and c1 and c2 are constants which will be discussed later. Since
Πm+ = Π
m + Π̂m − 1
2
θ−γmθ˙−, d+α =
√
2(dα + d̂α) +
1
2
γmαβθ
β
−(Π
m − Π̂m), (3.14)
and since θα− is invariant under (3.10), Π
m
+ and d
+
α are also invariant under (3.10). Using
this invariance, one can easily check that δǫ+(S0+Sb) = 0 for arbitrary boundary conditions
of the worldsheet variables. Although the terms c1d
+
α θ
α
− + c2w
+
αλ
α
− in Sb are separately
invariant under (3.10), it will be seen later that c1 and c2 must be non-zero in order to
define consistent boundary conditions in the presence of background fields.
3.3. Boundary conditions in an abelian background
As in the superparticle action, the abelian background superfields couple in the open
superstring action as S = S0 + Sb + V where
V =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
(
θ˙α+Aα(x, θ+) + Π
m
+Bm(x, θ+) + d
+
αW
α(x, θ+) +
1
2
(N+)
β
α(γF )
α
β(x, θ+)
)
,
(3.15)
10
(γF )βα = δ
α
βF(0) + (γmn)α
βFmn(2) + (γmnpq)
β
αF
mnpq
(4) and (N+)
β
α =
1
2λ
β
+w
+
α .
3 Note that
[θα, xm, pα, N
β
α ] carry dimension [−12 ,−1,−32 ,−2], so the abelian background superfields
[Aα, Bm,W
α, (γF )βα] carry dimension [−32 ,−1,−12 , 0] as explained in the introduction.
Since the superfields in V are functions of xm and θα+ which transform covariantly un-
der (3.10), the action S = S0 + Sb + V is manifestly invariant under this N=1 D=10
supersymmetry.
Since Sb and V are surface terms, the equations of motion in the bulk for the world-
sheet variables are the same as in the quadratic action S0. However, the surface term
equations of motion coming from Sb and V will modify the surface term equations of mo-
tion of (3.6). Defining δym = δxm − 12γmαβδθα+θβ+ and Dα = ∂∂θα
+
+ 12γ
m
αβθ
β
+
∂
∂xm
, one finds
that the surface variation of the action and the vertex are
δ(S0 + Sb) =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
{
δθα+
[√
2(dα − d̂α) + γmαβθβ−Π+m +
1
6
γmαβγmγδθ
β
−θ
γ
−θ˙
δ
−
]
(3.16)
+ δθα−
[
(1− c1) d+α −
1
6
γmαβγmγδθ
β
−θ
γ
−θ˙
δ
+
]
+ δym
[
Π̂m − Πm + θ−γmθ˙+
]
3 In the original version of this paper, it was incorrectly assumed that only the two-form
part of (γF )βα appears in the open superstring action. For the superparticle action of (2.4), this
follows from requiring gauge invariance under δwα = Λm(γ
mλ)α. However, as was pointed out
by Schiappa and Wyllard in [18], this gauge invariance implies a more complicated constraint for
(γF )βα in the open superstring action.
Under the variation
δw = Λm(γ
m
λ)α, δŵ = Λ̂m(γ
m
λ̂)α,
the action transforms as
δ(S0 + Sb + V ) =
1
2α′
∫
dτ(δw+)α(c2λ
α
− +
1
4
λ
β
+(γF )
α
β),
where we have assumed that λγmλ = λ̂γmλ̂ = 0. So the action is invariant if one uses the
boundary condition λα− = −
1
4c2
λ
β
+(γF )
α
β . As shown in [18], this boundary condition is consistent
with λ and λ̂ being pure spinors if (γF ) satisfies
(1−
1
4c2
(γF ))(1 +
1
4c2
(γF ))−1 = det(1− f)−
1
2
5∑
p=0
1
p!
γm1n1...mpnpf
m1n1 ...f
mpnp
≡ R(−f)
for some two-form fmn. Since R(f)−1 = R(−f) and R(f)−1γmR(f) = ( 1−f
1+f
)mn γ
n, the above
condition on (γF ) guarantees that the boundary condition λ = λ̂R(−f) is consistent with the
pure spinor constraint.
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+ c1δd
+
α θ
α
− − δλα+w−α + (c2 − 1)δλα−w+α + c2δw+α λα−
}
,
δV =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
{
δθα+
[
θ˙
β
+(γ
m
αβBm −DαAβ −DβAα) + Πm+ (DαBm − ∂mAα) (3.17)
− d+γDαW γ +
1
2
Dα(N+F )
]
+ δym
[
θ˙α+(∂mAα −DαBm) + Πn+(∂mBn − ∂nBm) + d+γ ∂mW γ +
1
2
∂m(N+F )
]
+ δd+αW
α +
1
4
(δλβ+w
+
α )(γF )
α
β +
1
4
(λβ+δw
+
α )(γF )
α
β
}
,
where (N+F ) = (N+)
β
α(γF )
α
β .
Cancelling the terms with δd+α in δ(S0 + Sb + V ), we obtain the boundary condition
θα− = −
1
c1
Wα(x, θ+), (3.18)
which implies that
δθα− = −
1
c1
(δθβ+DβW
α + δym∂mW
α), θ˙α− = −
1
c1
(θ˙β+DβW
α +Πm+∂mW
α). (3.19)
Plugging (3.19) back into (3.16), cancellation of the remaining terms in δ(S0 + Sb + V )
implies the boundary conditions
Πm − Π̂m = θ˙α+(∂mAα −DαBm +
1
c1
γmαβW
β +
1
6c31
γnαβγnγδW
βW γ∂mW
δ) (3.20)
+ Πn+(∂mBn − ∂nBm) +
1
c1
d+α∂mW
α +
1
2c2
∂m(N+F ),
√
2(dα − d̂α) = θ˙β+(DαAβ +DβAα − γmαβBm +
1
6c31
γnαγγnδλW
γW δDβW
λ
+
1
6c31
γnβγγnδλW
γW δDαW
λ)
+ Πm+ (∂mAα −DαBm +
1
c1
γmαβW
β +
1
6c31
γnαβγnγδW
βW γ∂mW
δ)
+
1
c1
d+γDαW
γ − 1
2c2
Dα(N+F ),
λα− = −
1
4c2
λ
β
+(γF )
α
β , w
−
α =
1
4c2
(γF )βαw
+
β .
Note that the above boundary conditions become singular when c1 = c2 = 0. However,
for any non-zero value of c1 and c2, the dependence of the boundary conditions on c1 and
c2 can be eliminated by rescaling W
α → c1Wα and (γF )βα → c2(γF )βα. So without loss of
generality, we will set c1 = c2 = 1 for the rest of this paper. In the following subsection,
the boundary conditions of (3.18) and (3.20) will be used to obtain the effective equations
of the motion for the background superfields from the requirement that λαdα = λ̂
αd̂α on
the boundary.
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3.4. Abelian supersymmetric Born-Infeld equations
Using the boundary conditions of (3.18) and (3.20), the difference between the left
and right-moving BRST currents on the boundary is
2(λαdα − λ̂αd̂α) = λα+
√
2(dα − d̂α) + λα−d+α +
1
2
(λ−γmθ−)(Π̂m − Πm)
= λα+θ˙
β
+
[
DαAβ +DβAα − γmαβBm +
1
6
γmαγγmδλW
γW δDβW
λ +
1
6
γmβγγmδλW
γW δDαW
λ
+
1
8
(γF )α
κγmκλW
λ(∂mAβ −DβBm + γmβγW γ + 1
6
γnβσγnγδW
σW γ∂mW
δ)
]
+ λα+Π
m
+
[
∂mAα −DαBm + γmαβW β + 1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βW γ∂mW
δ
− 1
8
(γF )α
βγnβγW
γ(∂nBm − ∂mBn)
]
+ λα+d
+
γ
[
DαW
γ − 1
4
(γF )α
γ +
1
8
(γF )α
βγnβλW
λ∂nW
γ
]
− 1
2
λα+
[
Dα(N+F ) +
1
8
(γF )α
βγkβλW
λ∂k(N+F )
]
. (3.21)
Requiring this to be zero implies the equations:
DαAβ +DβAα − γmαβBm +
1
6
γmαγγδλW
γW δDβW
λ +
1
6
γmβγγmδλW
γW δDαW
λ
+
1
64
(γF )α
γ(γF )β
δγnγλγ
m
δσW
λW σ(∂mBn − ∂nBm) = 0, (3.22)
∂mAα −DαBm + γmαβW β + 1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βW γ∂mW
δ
− 1
8
(γF )α
βγnβλW
λ(∂nBm − ∂mBn) = 0, (3.23)
DαW
γ − 1
4
(γF )α
γ +
1
8
(γF )α
βγnβλW
λ∂nW
γ = 0, (3.24)
λα+λ
β
+
[
Dα(γF )
γ
β +
1
8
(γF )α
βγkβλW
λ∂k(γF )
γ
β
]
= 0. (3.25)
As in the super-Yang-Mills equations of (2.9), the contraction of (3.22) with γαβmnpqr
implies the equations of motion for Aα, the contraction of (3.22) with γ
αβ
m defines Bm,
the contraction of (3.23) with γmαγ defines W γ , (3.24) defines (γF )βα, and the remaining
contractions of (3.23) are implied by these equations through Bianchi identities. Note
that because of the non-linear terms in (3.22)-(3.24), W γ and (γF )βα are now complicated
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functions of the spinor and vector field strengths constructed from the gauge fields Aα and
Bm.
Finally, equation (3.25) vanishes as a consequence of (3.24) and the pure spinor prop-
erty
λ+γ
mλ++
1
16
(γF )γ
α(γF )δ
βγmαβλ
γ
+λ
δ
+ = λ+γ
mλ++λ−γmλ− = λγmλ+λ̂γmλ̂ = 0. (3.26)
To show that (3.25) vanishes, it is useful to write (3.24) and (3.25) as D̂αW
γ = 1
4
(γF )α
γ
and λα+λ
β
+D̂αD̂βW
γ = 0 where
D̂α = Dα +
1
2
DαW
γ
(
δ
γ
β −
1
2
γnβλW
λ∂nW
γ
)−1
(γrW )β∂r. (3.27)
One can check that
{D̂α, D̂β} = (γmαβ +
1
16
(γF )α
γ(γF )β
δγmγδ)∂̂m (3.28)
where
∂̂m = ∂m +
1
2
∂mW
γ
(
δ
γ
β −
1
2
γnβλW
λ∂nW
γ
)−1
(γrW )β∂r, (3.29)
so (3.26) implies that λα+λ
β
+D̂αD̂βW
γ = 0.
To prove that equations (3.22)- (3.24) are the abelian supersymmetric Born-Infeld
equations, it will now be shown that they are invariant under N=2 D=10 supersymmetry
where the second supersymmetry acts non-linearly on the superfields. Except for factors
of i coming from different conventions for the supersymmetry algebra, equations (3.22)-
(3.24)are easily shown to coincide with the superspace Born-Infeld equations (33)-(35) of
reference [4] which were independently derived using the superembedding method [9].
3.5. Non-linearly realized supersymmetry
In addition to the supersymmetry parameterized by ǫ+ =
1√
2
(ǫα + ǫ̂α) in (3.10), the
closed superstring action of (3.2) has a second supersymmetry parameterized by ǫ− =
1√
2
(ǫα − ǫ̂α) where
δǫ
−
θα+ = 0, δǫ−θ
α
− = ǫ
α
−, δǫ−x
m =
1
2
θ−γmǫ−, (3.30)
and the transformation δǫ
−
p±α can be determined from (3.3). Under this second supersym-
metry, S0 + Sb is not invariant and transforms as
δǫ
−
(S0 + Sb) =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
(1
2
(ǫ−γmθ−)(Πm − Π̂m) + d+α ǫα− − (ǫ−γmθ+) Πm+ (3.31)
14
+
1
3
(ǫ−γmθ+)(θ+γmθ˙+) +
1
6
(ǫ−γmθ−)(θ˙+γmθ−)
)
.
Note that even for the free boundary condition θα− = 0, this variation does not vanish.
However, by suitably transforming the background superfields [Aα, Bm,W
α, (γF )βα] in a
non-linear manner, the variation of (3.31) can be cancelled by the variation of the vertex
operator V . Since the BRST currents λαdα and λ̂
αd̂α are invariant under supersymmetry
transformations parameterized by both ǫα+ and ǫ
α
−, the equations of (3.22)-(3.24) coming
from classical BRST invariance of the action are guaranteed to be invariant under this
non-linearly realized supersymmetry transformation of the background superfields.
To find the explicit form of the non-linear supersymmetry transformation, note that
δǫ
−
V =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
{
θ˙α+
(
δǫ
−
Aα +
1
2
(ǫ−γmW ) ∂mAα
)
+Πm+
(
δǫ
−
Bm +
1
2
(ǫ−γnW ) ∂nBm
)
(3.32)
+ d+α
(
δǫ
−
Wα +
1
2
(ǫ−γmW ) ∂mWα
)
+
1
2
(
δǫ
−
(N+F ) +
1
2
(ǫ−γkW ) ∂k(N+F )
)
+
1
2
(ǫ−γmθ−)(θ˙α+DαBm +Π
n
+∂nBm) +
1
2
(ǫ−γmW )(Πm − Π̂m)
}
where the terms 1
2
(ǫ−γmW )∂m in (3.32) come from the transformation of xm in (3.30),
the term 12 (ǫ−γ
mθ−)(θ˙α+DαBm + Π
n
+∂nBm) comes from integrating by parts the term
(δǫ
−
Πm+ )Bm, and the term
1
2(ǫ−γ
mW )(Πm− Π̂m) comes from (δǫ
−
d+α )W
α. Requiring that
δǫ
−
(S0 + Sb + V ) = 0, one finds
δǫ
−
Aα =
1
3
γmαβθ
β
+ (ǫ−γ
mθ+)− 1
2
(ǫ−γmW )(∂mAα −DαBm + 1
3
γmαβW
β), (3.33)
δǫ
−
Bm = (ǫ−γmθ+)− 1
2
(ǫ−γnW )(∂nBm − ∂mBn),
δǫ
−
W γ = −ǫγ− −
1
2
(ǫ−γmW ) ∂mW γ , δǫ
−
(γF )βα = −
1
2
(ǫ−γkW ) ∂k(γF )βα.
It is straightforward to check that the transformations of (3.33) leave the supersymmetric
Born-Infeld equations of (3.22)-(3.24) invariant and that they combine with the manifest
N=1 D=10 supersymmetry transformations parameterized by ǫ+ to form the N=2 D=10
algebra
[δǫ1
−
, δǫ2
−
] = (ǫ2−γ
mǫ1−)∂m, [δǫ1
+
, δǫ2
+
] = (ǫ2+γ
mǫ1+)∂m, [δǫ1
−
, δǫ2
+
] = 0, (3.34)
up to a gauge transformation of Aα and Bm.
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4. Open Superstring in a Non-Abelian Background
In this section we will generalize the results of the previous section for the case
of a U(N) non-abelian background. The superfields belonging to the U(1) abelian
and SU(N) non-abelian subgroups will be denoted as [Aα, Bm, W
α, (γF )βα] and [ÂαI
J ,
B̂mI
J , ŴαJI , (γF̂αI
βJ ] where I, J = 1 to N and the hatted superfields are traceless in these
indices.
As in the superparticle action of (2.4), interaction with the non-abelian background
can be described at the classical level by introducing complex worldline fermionic fields ηI
and η¯I on the boundary and defining the vertex as
V =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
{
θ˙α+Aα(x, θ+) + Π
m
+Bm(x, θ+) + d
+
αW
α(x, θ+) +
1
2
(N+F )(x, θ+) (4.1)
+ η¯I η˙I + η¯
I
(
θ˙α+Âα(x, θ+) + Π
m
+ B̂m(x, θ+) + d
+
α Ŵ
α(x, θ+) +
1
2
(N+F̂ )(x, θ+)
)J
I
ηJ
}
.
Since η¯I and ηI carry dimension −1 and [θα, xm, pα, Nmn] carry dimension [−12 ,−1,
−3
2
,−2], the abelian superfields [Aα, Bm, Wα, (γF )βα] carry dimension [−32 ,−1, −12 , 0] and
the non-abelian superfields [Âα, B̂m, Ŵ
α, (γF̂ )βα] carry dimension [
1
2
, 1, 3
2
, 2]. As explained
in the introduction, this different definition of dimension for abelian and non-abelian back-
ground fields allows a consistent α′ expansion. As will be seen in this section, the lowest-
order contribution to the abelian equations of motion will be unaffected by the non-abelian
fields but the lowest-order contribution to the non-abelian equations of motion will include
corrections to the super-Yang-Mills equations coming from couplings to the abelian field
strength.
4.1. Boundary conditions in a non-abelian background
Using the vertex operator of (4.1), the surface term variation of the full action is
δ(S0 + Sb + V ) =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
{
δη¯
[
η˙ + (θ˙α+Âα +Π
m
+ B̂m + d
+
α Ŵ
α +
1
2
(N+F̂ ))η
]
(4.2)
+
[
− ˙¯η + η¯(θ˙α+Âα +Πm+ B̂m + d+α Ŵα +
1
2
(N+F̂ ))
]
δη
+ δθα+
[√
2(dα − d̂α) + γmαβθβ−Π+m +
1
6
γmαβγmγδθ
β
−θ
γ
−θ˙
δ
− + ˙¯ηÂαη + η¯Âαη˙
+ η¯θ˙β+(DαÂβ +DβÂα − γmαβB̂m)η + η¯Πm+ (∂mÂα −DαB̂m) + η¯d+βDαŴ βη
16
− 1
2
η¯Dα(N+F̂ )η + θ˙
β
+(γ
m
αβBm −DαAβ −DβAα) + Πm+ (DαBm − ∂mAα)
− d+βDαW β +
1
2
Dα(N+F )
]
+ δθα−
[
− 1
6
γmαβγmγδθ
β
−θ
γ
−θ˙
δ
+
]
+ δym
[
Π̂m − Πm + θ−γmθ˙+ − ˙¯ηB̂mη − η¯B̂mη˙ + η¯θ˙α+(∂mÂα −DαB̂m)η
+ η¯Πn+(∂mB̂n − ∂nB̂m)η + η¯d+β ∂mŴ βη +
1
2
η¯∂m(N+F̂ )η
+ θ˙α+(∂mAα −DαBm) + Πn+(∂mBn − ∂nBm) + d+β ∂mW β +
1
2
∂m(N+F )
]
+ δd+α
[
θα− − η¯Ŵαη +Wα
]
+ δw+α
[
λα− +
1
4
λ
β
+(η¯(γF̂ )
α
βη + (γF )
α
β)
]
+ δλα+
[
− w−α +
1
4
w+β (η¯(γF̂ )
β
αη + (γF )
β
α)
]}
,
where c1 = c2 = 1 in Sb of (3.12).
As in the previous section, the variations of δd+α , δw
+
α and δλ
α
+ can be cancelled by
choosing the boundary conditions
θα− = η¯Ŵ
αη −Wα, (4.3)
λα− = −
1
4
λ
β
+(η¯(γF̂ )
α
βη + (γF )
α
β), w
−
α =
1
4
w+β (η¯(γF̂ )
β
αη + (γF )
β
α).
Plugging θα− back into (4.2) produces terms up to sixth order in η. However, as will be
seen later, boundary conditions independent of η will contribute to the lowest-order abelian
equations of motion while boundary conditions quadratic in η will contribute to the lowest-
order non-abelian equations of motion. Since boundary conditions involving more than two
η’s do not contribute to these equations at the lowest order in α′, they can be ignored in
the following discussion. However, as will be discussed in the concluding section, these
higher-order terms in η will be relevant for computing higher-derivative corrections to the
Born-Infeld equations.
Cancellation of the terms proportional to δη¯I , δηI , δy
m and δθα+ in (4.2) implies the
following boundary conditions up to quadratic order in η:
η˙ = −
[
θ˙α+(Âα −
1
6
γmαδγmβγŴ
βW γW δ) + Πm+ B̂m + d
+
α Ŵ
α +
1
2
(N+F̂ )
]
η (4.4)
˙¯η = η¯
[
θ˙α+(Âα −
1
6
γmαδγmβγŴ
βW γW δ) + Πm+ B̂m + d
+
α Ŵ
α +
1
2
(N+F̂ )
]
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Πm − Π̂m = η¯θ˙α+(∂mÂα −DαB̂m + [B̂m, Âα] + γmαβŴ β +
1
6
γnαβγnγδŴ
βW γ∂mW
δ
+
1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βŴ γ∂mW
δ +
1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βW γ∇mŴ δ)η
+ η¯Πn+(∂mB̂n − ∂nB̂m + [B̂m, B̂n])η + η¯d+α∇mŴαη +
1
2
η¯∇m(N+F̂ )η
+ θ˙α+(∂mAα −DαBm + γmαβW β +
1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βW γ∂mW
δ)
+ Πn+(∂mBn − ∂nBm) + d+α∂mWα +
1
2
∂m(N+F ),
√
2(dα − d̂α) = − η¯θ˙β+(DαÂβ +DβÂα + {Âα, Âβ} − γmαβB̂m +
1
3
γmǫγγmδ(α∇β)Ŵ γW δW ǫ
+
1
3
γmǫγγmδ(αDβ)W
γŴ δW ǫ +
1
3
γmǫγγmδ(αDβ)W
γW δŴ ǫ
− 1
36
γmαγγmδǫ γ
n
βργnσπW
γW δW σW ρ{Ŵπ, Ŵ ǫ})η
− η¯Πm+ (∂mÂα −DαB̂m + [B̂m, Âα]γmαβŴ β +
1
6
γnαβγnγδŴ
βW γ∂mW
δ
+
1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βŴ γ∂mW
δ +
1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βW γ∇mŴ δ)η
− η¯d+β (∇αŴ β +
1
6
γmαγγmδǫW
γW δ{Ŵ β, Ŵ ǫ})η
+
1
2
η¯(∇α(N+F̂ )− 1
6
γkαβγkγδW
βW γ [(N+F̂ ), Ŵ
δ])η
+ θ˙β+(DαAβ +DβAα − γmαβBm +
1
3
γmǫγγmδ(αDβ)W
γW δW ǫ)
+ Πm+ (∂mAα −DαBm + γmαβW β +
1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βW γ∂mW
δ) + d+βDαW
β − 1
2
Dα(N+F ),
where ∇α = Dα + Âα and ∇m = ∂m + B̂m.
4.2. Non-abelian equations of motion
As in the previous section, the equations of motion for the background superfields are
obtained by requiring that λαdα = λ̂
αd̂α on the boundary using the boundary conditions
of (4.3) and (4.4). Writing
2(λαdα − λ̂αd̂α) = λα+
√
2(dα − d̂α) + λα−d+α +
1
2
(λ−γmθ−)(Π̂m − Πm), (4.5)
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one can easily check that the vanishing of η-independent terms in (4.5) implies the same
abelian Born-Infeld equations (3.22)-(3.24) as in the previous section. And requiring the
vanishing of terms quadratic in η in (4.5) implies the non-abelian equations
DαÂβ+DβÂα+{Âα, Âβ}−γmαβB̂m+
1
3
γmǫδγmγ(α∇β)Ŵ δW γW ǫ+
1
3
γmǫδγmγ(αDβ)W
δŴ γW ǫ
+
1
3
γmǫδγmγ(αDβ)W
δW γŴ ǫ − 1
36
γmαγγmδǫ γ
n
βργnσπW
γW δW σW ρ{Ŵπ, Ŵ ǫ}
+
1
64
(
(γF̂ )α
γ(γF )β
δW ρW σ + (γF )α
γ(γF̂ )β
δW ρW σ + (γF )α
γ(γF )β
δŴ ρW σ
+ (γF )α
γ(γF )β
δW ρŴ σ
)
γnγργ
m
δσ(∂mBn − ∂nBm)
+
1
64
(γF )α
γ(γF )β
δW ρW σγnγργ
m
δσ(∂mB̂n − ∂nB̂m + [B̂m, B̂n]) = 0, (4.6)
∂mÂα−DαB̂m+[B̂m, Âα]+γmαβŴ β + 1
6
γnαβγnγδŴ
βW γ∂mW
δ+
1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βŴ γ∂mW
δ
+
1
6
γnαβγnγδW
βW γ∇mŴ δ − 1
8
(
(γF̂ )α
βW γ + (γF )α
βŴ γ
)
γnβγ(∂nBm − ∂mBn)
− 1
8
(γF )α
βW γγnβγ(∂nB̂m − ∂mB̂n + [B̂n, B̂m]) = 0, (4.7)
∇αŴ β − 1
4
(γF̂ )α
β +
1
6
γmαγγmδǫW
γW ǫ{Ŵ β, Ŵ δ}+ 1
8
(
(γF̂ )α
γW δ +(γF )α
γŴ δ
)
γmγδ∂mW
β
+
1
8
(γF )α
γW δγmγδ∇mŴ β = 0, (4.8)
λα+λ
β
+(∇α(γF̂ )γβ −
1
6
γmαδγmǫσW
δW ǫ[(γF̂ )γβ , Ŵ
σ]
+
1
8
((γF̂ )α
δW ǫ + (γF )α
δŴ ǫ)γkδǫ∂k(γF )
γ
β +
1
8
(γF )α
δW σγkδσ∇k(γF̂ )γβ) = 0. (4.9)
As in the super-Yang-Mills and abelian Born-Infeld equations, the γαβmnpqr contraction
of (4.6) implies the equation of motion for Âα, the γ
αβ
m contraction of (4.6) defines B̂m,
the γmαγ contraction of (4.7) defines Ŵ γ , (4.8) defines (γF̂ )βα, and all other contractions
of (4.7)-(4.9) are implied to vanish through Bianchi identities.
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4.3. Non-linearly realized supersymmetry
Just as the abelian equations of (3.22)-(3.25) are invariant under the non-linearly
realized supersymmetry transformation of (3.33), the non-abelian equations of (4.6)-(4.9)
are also invariant under a non-linearly realized supersymmetry transformation. This second
supersymmetry can be found in the same way as in the abelian case, i.e. by requiring the
total classical action S0 + Sb + V be invariant under (3.30).
Using δǫ
−
(S0 + Sb) from (3.31) and
δǫ
−
V =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
{
θ˙α+
(
δǫ
−
Aα +
1
2
(ǫ−γm(W − η¯Ŵ η)) ∂mAα
)
+ ...
}
(4.10)
where the terms 12(ǫ−γ
m(W − η¯Ŵ η))∂m in δǫ
−
V come from δǫ
−
xm, one finds from
δǫ
−
(S0 + Sb + V ) = 0 that the abelian superfields transform as in (3.33) and the non-
abelian superfields transform as
δǫ
−
Âα = − 1
2
(ǫ−γmW )(∂mÂα −DαB̂m + [B̂m, Âα] + 1
3
γmαβŴ
β) (4.11)
−1
2
(ǫ−γmŴ )(∂mAα −DαBm + 1
3
γmαβW
β) +∇αΛ̂,
δǫ
−
B̂m = − 1
2
(ǫ−γkW )(∂kB̂m − ∂mB̂k + [B̂k, B̂m])− 1
2
(ǫ−γnŴ )(∂kBm − ∂mBk) +∇mΛ̂,
δǫ
−
Ŵ β = − 1
2
(ǫ−γmW ) ∇mŴ β − 1
2
(ǫ−γmŴ ) ∂mW β + [Ŵ β, Λ̂],
δǫ
−
(γF̂ )βα = −
1
2
(ǫ−γkW ) ∇k(γF̂ )βα −
1
2
(ǫ−γkŴ ) ∂k(γF )βα + [(γF̂ )
β
α, Λ̂],
where Λ̂ = − 1
2
(ǫ−γmW )B̂m. As in the abelian case, one can check that the non-linearly
realized supersymmetry transformation of (3.33) and (4.11) leave the non-abelian equa-
tions of (4.6)-(4.9) invariant and combine with the manifest N=1 D=10 supersymmetry
transformations parameterized by ǫ+ to form an N=2 D=10 supersymmetry algebra up to
a gauge transformation.
5. Conclusions and Higher-Derivative Corrections
It was shown in this paper that classical BRST invariance using the pure spinor
formalism of the open superstring implies that the background satisfies the supersymmetric
Born-Infeld equations of motion. These equations were expressed in N=1 D=10 superspace
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and the abelian contribution to these equations agrees with the results of [4]. The non-
abelian contribution to these equations is new and includes corrections to the non-abelian
super-Yang-Mills equations coming from coupling to the abelian field strength. In addition
to the manifest N=1 D=10 supersymmetry, both the abelian and non-abelian Born-Infeld
equations of motion are invariant under a non-linearly realized second supersymmetry
which is related to the N=2 D=10 supersymmetry of the closed superstring worldsheet
action.
Since these supersymmetric Born-Infeld equations are implied by classical BRST in-
variance and since the pure spinor formalism of the superstring is easy to quantize, it is
natural to suppose that quantum BRST invariance implies higher-derivative corrections
to these equations. In a purely abelian background, these corrections should be straight-
forward to compute by separating the worldsheet variables into classical and quantum
variables, integrating over the quantum variables, and computing α′ quantum corrections
to the BRST currents λαdα and λ̂
αd̂α. Setting λ
αdα = λ̂
αd̂α on the boundary at the
quantum level should imply higher-derivative corrections to the abelian supersymmetric
Born-Infeld equations of (3.22)-(3.24).
In a non-abelian background, there is a subtlety in computing quantum corrections to
the BRST currents since the classical non-abelian vertex operator V of (4.1) only involves
terms with up to two η’s. But after integrating over the quantum worldsheet variables,
the effective vertex operator will in general contain quantum corrections involving terms
quartic and higher in η. So consistency of the quantum theory implies that the vertex
operator V should contain all possible couplings with even powers of η, i.e. for N real
worldline fermions,
V =
1
2α′
∫
dτ
{
(θ˙α+Aα+ ...)+ηIηJ (θ˙
α
+A
IJ
α + ...)+ηIηJηKηL(θ˙
α
+A
IJKL
α + ...)+ ...
}
. (5.1)
As discussed in [19], the elements (1, ηIηJ , ηIηJηKηL, ...) can be interpreted as even
products of gamma-matrices since canonical quantization implies that {ηI , ηJ} = 2δIJ .
These 2N−1 elements parameterize the Lie algebra U(2
1
2
(N−1)) when N is odd and the
Lie algebra U(2
1
2
(N−2)) × U(2 12 (N−2)) when N is even. So the background superfields
[Aα, A
IJ
α , A
IJKL
α , ...] are super-Yang-Mills superfields with gauge group U(2
1
2
(N−1)) when
N is odd and with gauge group U(2
1
2
(N−2))×U(2 12 (N−2)) when N is even. Although only
an SO(N)× U(1) subgroup of this gauge group will be manifest in the computation, the
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vertex operator of (5.1) can be used to compute higher-derivative corrections to the non-
abelian Born-Infeld equations. Of course, the boundary conditions involving more than two
η’s which were ignored in section 4 cannot be ignored in these higher-order computations.
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